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Abstract
In this study, it is aimed to present softwares as an educational technology tool in mathematics teaching and the efficiency of softwares in the process of teaching-learning. In the line with this basic aim, answers have been tried to find to these questions; 1- What is learningware? 2- Interactivity between the learningwares and the teacher? and 3- What are the types of learningware? In this research, descriptive method (compiling) which is predicated to documentary research has been used. By analyzing the acquired data directed to fundamental problems and sub-problems, it has been worked up concerning the effectuality of learningware in mathematics teaching, the additives of teaching-learning process and the superiority to students. These are the findings acquired from the research result: Learningware; 1- has increased the performance, the level of depth-mathematical thinking, argument and binding ability in learning environment. 2- has an active role to objectify the mathematical abstract concepts. 3- has increased the students’ motivation and confidence towards mathematics, has contributed them to exhibit positive attitudes. 4- has provided students to develop high-level cognitive skills. 5- is effective on the students’ understanding how to use mathematical knowledge and formation of spatial perception. 6- provides the teaching environments in which there is an active teacher and an expletory learning.
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